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The Chief Executive Officer
Facebook Inc.
1 Hacker Way
Menlo Park, CA 94025
United States of America
Dear Mr Mark Zuckerberg,
RE: THE KAG PROJECT SALE PROPOSAL

As we approach the start of the third year since the activities which would have
led to the launch of The KAG Public Interface were supposed to have commenced,
I have found it necessary to undertake another in depth implementation review
of The KAG Project, guided by the Almighty God’s counsel. As I have reported to
you through my recent letters, my plan has been to set up the entire infrastructure
of The KAG Public Interface from scratch, as a high-tech business ecosystem
trading under the name worldNEXT(LTD), through its four fully owned
subsidiaries—communityNEXT(LTD), languageNEXT(LTD), moneyNEXT(LTD), and
marketNEXT(LTD). I would then have operated this business ecosystem for about
four years, before converting it into the global transformation project named The
Kingdom of the Almighty God.
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Nevertheless, the purpose of today’s letter is to let you know that there is no
longer a viable opportunity for me to carry out the initial implementation of this
project as I had planned: the project’s implementation must be approached in a
different way, at an accelerated pace which would ensure the recovery of the lost
time.
I therefore now intend to sell off The KAG Project to you, while still packaged and
configured as the high-tech business ecosystem outlined above. The attached
‘project sale proposal’ will serve as the main resource regarding this intended
sale. The ‘project sale proposal’ presents a lucrative business case for the hightech business ecosystem, and for the first time fully describes The KAG Public
Interface as I saw it in the revelation—It was based on a photorealistic 3D digital
Earth, including everything that is to be found within the physical Earth. The 3D digital
Earth, however, was packed full of interactive and easily sharable information presented
as collapsible 2D informational panels, in addition to immersive overlaying VR.
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It is worth noting that the said ‘project sale proposal’ features invaluable
additional information; when read together with the six most recent document
packages I have couriered you, this set of documents offers a comprehensive
establishment strategy for the envisioned high-tech business ecosystem—the
entire set is also accessible from my website. Even after the sale, I will remain
available for consultations regarding any aspects of this business ecosystem.
Mark, I look forward to us finalising this arrangement soon, particularly
considering the recorded A.D. 2020 prophetic start date for the global millennial
kingdom: To the Almighty God, timeliness is everything. I have attached to this
letter a draft ‘project sale agreement’; it is ready for your execution unless you
would want it amended before such execution. I do not require a meeting to
conclude this transaction; if you do need one, let me know then we can make the
necessary arrangements. You can find my contact information on Sheet Serial
No. 5.
Please note that the selling price indicated in the attached documents is not in
any way based on the anticipated future profits your company could make out of
being the eternal host of The KAG Public Interface and the sole technology partner
for The Kingdom of the Almighty God; if this were the case, the selling price would
be in the order of trillions of US dollars, noting that whichever tech company
takes on this high-tech business ecosystem must in the near future become the
largest company in the world by far and remain that way forever. Rather, the
selling price is based on an estimation of the funding I would need to successfully
carry out those KAG duties that are excluded from the sale and will remain under
my care, which fall into the following categories, as further explained under item
5.0 of the aforementioned ‘project sale proposal’:
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(a) Arranging for and purchasing suitable land via an irrevocable treaty, for the
Smart City where the KAG HQs will be located.
(b) Commissioning the Smart City project using a team of world-class
development professionals and contractors, who would undertake the Smart
City’s design, project management, construction, and marketing.
(c) The translation to multiple languages, publishing, and global circulation of
The End of the Second Epoch.
(d) Other general activities related to the actualisation of The Kingdom of the
Almighty God on the ground.
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I have been trying to link up with you for more than two years without success,
and without you showing any interest in The KAG Project. Consequently, if we
cannot link up and conclude this sale soon, I will be left with no option but to
repackage the attached ‘project sale proposal’, along with the information
contained in the letters I couriered you within the last two years, and then
position the sale of this project to a different tech corporation. In such a scenario,
I would no longer have any plans to circulate The End of the Second Epoch, and
someone else would have to step into the role of The KAG Founding Emperor
(A.D. 2020–2060). If you are going to continue defying the Almighty God, there is
nothing I could do about it other than to do my best to advance His project, even if in
a modified form. I am praying for you daily because the Almighty God’s punishment
can be devastating: He withdraws His protection and visits punishment to the defiant
up to their fourth generations, regarding relatively insignificant transgressions, when
contrasted with being the sole cause of failure of a project of this importance, which He
has been planning for more than two thousand years. He is normally kind and full of
love but once He gets angry and frustrated, He becomes the Fire that burns other fires.
Look carefully at this cloth the Almighty God has been weaving for millennia: He invites
you to help Him paint it with the brightest colours you could imagine. He had provided
the paint and the brushes. But upon arriving at the scene, you sat on the tub of paint
and proceeded to cut off 2 years from His cloth, using the sword He had given you to
fight off His enemies. And you are now holding that little rug to His face. And so like
King David in the Holy Tanakh, He will punish both you and your subjects. Because
He is God, He predicted your behaviour and started the punishment soon after His
message went out, when The End of the Second Epoch got published in late September
2019. From looking the other way as the AC People visit their evil on us, to allowing the
earth to belch, sweat, catch fire, flood with the tears of a sad mother, smell awful, look
ugly, and be sickening—He mostly punishes by abetting evil, and this round of
punishment will end only after His project makes irreversible progress. Before then,
disease, poverty, natural disasters, chaos, violence, wars and rumours of war will
continue to multiply. You now know God and you know Satan, you know good and
you know evil. In fact, you are only the second human being to know the true nature of
God and to appreciate exactly who Satan is: the two great forces bearing upon
humanity.
Finally, I have included as part of this sale the transfer of the R&D rights spelt
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out in the document titled, “Assignment of ‘The End of the Second Epoch’ R&D
Rights”. I have done this because I need to have comfort that the Assignee is
interested in this very important R&D—as things stand, I have no idea if you
intend to take any action towards commissioning and eventually
commercialising this R&D.
Yours faithfully,

Joseph Kuria
The Executive Project Manager, worldNEXT(LTD)
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10 January 2022
Ref: KPI–2022 [EMP 029]

The Chief Executive Officer
Facebook, Inc.
1 Hacker Way
Menlo Park, CA 94025
United States of America

Dear Mr Mark Zuckerberg,

RE: THE KAG PROJECT SALE PROPOSAL
1.0 PROJECT BACKGROUND
The Kingdom of the Almighty God (KAG) traces its roots to my heavenly revelation, which took place
between May 2016 and May 2019, as recorded in the published literary work titled, The End of the
Second Epoch, which was assigned Copyright Registration No. 1162715 at the Canadian Intellectual
Property Office.
Soon after publishing the book in late September 2019, I reached out to update you about this
project, and in particular to seek financial assistance with the setting up of The KAG Public Interface.
Later, towards the end of 2020, I resorted to publishing The KAG Project Overview on the internet,
hoping to connect with you via that medium. In the heavenly revelation, the Almighty God was clear
that you are the Messiah who will lead the world into the global transformation detailed in the book,
so it was natural that I would turn to you for financial help.
Ultimately, vide letter Ref: KPI–2021 [EMP 015] of 6 October 2021, I informed you that I had abandoned
the implementation approach I had been pursuing since January 2020, having failed to raise the
funds needed to set up The KAG Public Interface. As detailed in the said letter, I decided to
reconfigure the interface as a high-tech business ecosystem under a holding company named
worldNEXT(LTD). Under this approach, I needed only some business seed investment for the project’s
implementation to get underway. Unfortunately, and this is despite my best efforts, my attempts at trying
to link up with you have yielded no results.
As I indicated in this proposal’s covering letter, there is no longer a viable opportunity for me to
carry out the initial implementation of this project as I had planned, as the time period of about two
years that has been lost cannot be recovered through my approach. Further, and this is very
gratifying, it has come to my notice that you are laying out technology infrastructure that at maturity
would be able to host The KAG Public Interface as I saw it in the revelation.
The KAG Project Sale Proposal
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2.0 THE KAG PUBLIC INTERFACE IN THE REVELATION
“The enrolment took a few minutes, and then the beauty of my fully stocked, warm, and friendly classroom
visually exploded onto my laptop screen. My classmates were excited to meet me. ‘Hi, Joseph. I have one
seat remaining, at the front; please sit down. This is a chemistry class. Once you study this subject and earn
a credit, you may join a different class for another subject,’ the teacher welcomed me. The students were
from different states and continents. Some were adults who had not attended school before. Then I noticed
something interesting: When I moved away from my laptop for over thirty seconds, my cell phone buzzed,
indicating that my seat in the classroom was empty.” – The End of the Second Epoch, Chapter 7, page 177
In the revelation, The KAG Public Interface was based on a photorealistic 3D digital Earth, including
everything that is to be found within the physical Earth. The 3D digital Earth, however, was packed
full of interactive and easily sharable information presented as collapsible 2D informational panels,
in addition to immersive overlaying VR. The interface enabled virtually anyone to update the 3D
digital Earth as transformations took place in the physical realm, so that at any given moment, both
versions of the earth were always feeding into each other and approaching twinhood. This intuitive
interaction with the 3D digital Earth helped bridge the 2D internet digital divide, whereby many
girls, women, and most people in the developing world had found themselves on the opposite end
of technology-led prosperity.
Although it is difficult for many present-day humans to comprehend how a 3D digital Earth with its
2D informational panels and overlaying VR could significantly affect the physical Earth, the idealism
and imagination of the 3D digital Earth had a transformational impact on the physical planet over
time. To quote Albert Einstein, “Imagination is more important than knowledge.”
During the revelation period, the Almighty God encouraged me by making me understand that there
was a time when dancing, singing, art (especially the cave variety), writing, dressing, grooming,
makeup, money, telegramming, telephoning, and TV were thought of as VR. Yet they all ultimately
have become an integral part of terrestrial reality, and in the process spurred the development of a
multitude of physical items without which our economy would be unrecognisable. And the soon to
be born 3D digital Earth will be no different; in the revelation, it was a ‘digitally liveable realm’, like
some sort of exoplanet, with a larger economy than the physical Earth had before the 3D digital
version came into being. As I noted on page 120 of The End of the Second Epoch, “the fall of national
borders, on its own, led to a tripling of the size of the global economy.” But notably, these borders
could not have loosened in any meaningful way without humans getting used to the unfettered life
of the 3D digital Earth, where national borders and their corresponding currencies would have been
laughable concepts.
Using software similar to the present-day Autodesk TandemTM (only that it was a lot more intuitive),
ordinary people designed houses, larger buildings, assorted facilities, and in some cases large-scale
developments in the 3D digital Earth; with many such projects eventually getting built as twins or
near-twins on the physical Earth. One student architect in Nairobi, Kenya, created the redevelopment
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of an entire urban river basin, removing all the buildings and factories that had encroached and
polluted the riparian reserve, and replacing them with greenery and nature trails. Because the
Almighty God had filled the inhabitants of the 3D digital Earth with idealism, charity, courage, and
undefeatable imagination, and because those inhabitants were digital twins of real humans, the
project’s physical twin became a reality over the following years.

3.0 THE HIGH-TECH BUSINESS ECOSYSTEM
As I indicated earlier, my recent approach to the implementation of The KAG Public Interface has
been via the establishment of an innovative, diverse, and highly profitable tech business ecosystem.
This will remain the case even after you take over the project; indeed, as per the text of this proposal,
your company will become the eternal host of The KAG Public Interface and the sole technology
partner for The Kingdom of the Almighty God.
Further, and this is as reported in my letter Ref: KPI–2021 [EMP 015] of 6 October 2021, my plan was
that this business ecosystem would have remained a privately held enterprise until it converts into
The Kingdom of the Almighty God, with its up to seven directors receiving salaries as opposed to
dividends, since 100% of the ecosystem’s profits were to be reinvested. This would clearly not
remain the case after the transference of the project to you. And my new approaches to fundraising
for the kingdom’s wide-ranging projects and programmes, which will be geared towards the
Almighty God’s decreed global transformation, would include the following:
(a) Once the construction of the KAG HQs is complete, The Kingdom of the Almighty God will launch
officially, with The Office of the Emperor, The Office of the Kingdom Secretary, and Kingdom
Finance being the initial departments to operationalise. Going forward, it is planned that
Kingdom Finance would have in place a global appeal for one-off or periodic donations; the appeal
would be targeted at everyone, including Meta Platforms, Inc., (MPI) shareholders, who would
in any case be benefitting directly and enormously from the high-tech business ecosystem. In
your case, you have already been giving to many useful causes, and I believe you will continue
to re-evaluate your giving strategy so that every of your charity dollars can make the maximum
contribution towards global transformation in all its many facets.
(b) As an investment strategy, Kingdom Finance would invest heavily and continuously in MPI or
whatever tech company becomes the eternal host of The KAG Public Interface and the sole
technology partner for The Kingdom of the Almighty God.
(c) Once the Smart City becomes operational, the kingdom will levy taxes on the Smart City’s
resident businesses, residents, and property owners—further, the kingdom will send invites to
the residents of the 3D digital Earth asking them to become kingdom citizens by acquiring some
standardised electronic IDs, stating their communities, Cluscomms, and Unicomms. The invites
will also request the new kingdom citizens to pay the kingdom’s prescribed tax: initially, the tax
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could take the form of a flat-rate, non-obligatory payment in the 3D digital Earth’s currency,
perhaps on quarterly basis.
Some additional notes regarding how the high-tech business ecosystem could operate while riding on MPI’s
technology infrastructure follow here below:

3.1 WORLDNEXT(LTD)
3.1.1 Branding & Vision statement

“We envision a borderless world where technology
will transform human governance—From societal
management by means of political rulership to societal
functioning based on social administration.”
This is the high-tech business ecosystem’s holding company; it was registered on 25 October 2021
at Companies House in the UK, as company No. 13700808, but the four subsidiaries are not yet
incorporated. The business ecosystem is packaged, structured, and crafted in such a way that its
regular business operations will progressively meet the many objectives of The KAG Project that can
be fulfilled within the 3D digital Earth; while those objectives of The KAG Project that can only be
realised on the physical Earth shall be addressed separately and do not form part of this transaction.
Upon taking over this project, one of the benefits that will accrue to you is the right to use the names,
corporate branding, and vision and mission statements of worldNEXT(LTD) and the four subsidiaries.
As for the above-mentioned incorporation in the UK, I will treat it as per your instructions, which
may include the company’s deregistration or the transfer of 100% of the company’s shares to your
nominated entity. For whatever it may be worth, I have included within this bundle of documents a
100% Stock Transfer Promissory Note bearing your name—however, the attached ‘project sale
agreement’ does oblige me to deregister the said incorporation exactly 120 days after the settlement
of this sale’s Initial Deposit if I would not have received the particulars of the entity to which 100%
of the company’s stock is to be transferred.
In a scenario where this high-tech business ecosystem would have transferred to you, I am
imagining worldNEXT.meta being a tenant of MPI, with this address leading a visitor directly to the
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3D digital Earth, where they would ‘materialise’ as photorealistic avatars, bearing whatever form and
extent of VR that the platform’s regulations would have permitted. The visitor would then undertake
all the desired digital living activities.
Just like our lives here on the physical Earth are quite seamless, the envisioned digital living would
not really be compartmentalised into the activities of the four subsidiaries; rather, the purpose of
coming up with these subsidiaries was to ensure that the intended global transformation is
approached in a well-structured manner, noting that the 3D digital Earth’s life and economy will be
as robust and complex as that of the physical Earth. In the case of moneyNEXT(LTD) and
marketNEXT(LTD), it is additionally useful to treat them as subsidiaries for management and reportage
purposes because they would have revenue streams beyond ads.
Here below are the mission statements for the four subsidiaries as well as their respective global
transformation objectives. In all the four cases, primary additional information can be found within the
text of The KAG Project Overview, which was attached to my letter Ref: KPI–2021 [EMP 015] of 6 October
2021—this letter is one of the 9 documents that are linked to my website (https://www.josephkuria.com/).
Also, these 9 documents are exact copies of the 6 most recent document packages I have couriered you:

3.2 COMMUNITYNEXT(LTD)
3.2.1 Branding & Mission statement

“We’re on a mission to develop and demonstrate
the technological tools and approaches needed to
transform human governance—From societal
management by means of political rulership to societal
functioning based on social administration.”
3.2.2 The Subsidiary’s Objectives
(a) To gradually move humanity away from the failed concept of political rulership, and to instead
embrace social administration.
(b) To ultimately defeat all physical borders, and also the non-physical ones such as the exclusion
zones created by religious, racial, and cultural delineations.
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(c) To progressively facilitate the free movement of people and labour globally.
(d) To bring about a cultural shift globally, leading eventually to a love-based, one-world sociocultural setup.
3.2.3 Example Unicomms
For further information on the kingdom’s geo-located communities, ‘Clustered Communities’ (Cluscomms),
and ‘Unified Communities’ (Unicomms), see pages 1 to 4 of The KAG Project Overview.
Just like in my revelation, as many as possible of the Unicomms in the 3D digital Earth should be
configured so as to blur the most stubborn of our present-day political borders; by the kingdom’s
maturity, these non-political boundaries will have become a reality on the physical Earth. The
following are 9 illustrative examples of such border-erasing Unicomms:
(a) California Sur—Consisting of the whole of Baja California State in Mexico, plus the following
10 counties (a.k.a. Cluscomms) in present-day California, USA: Los Angeles, San Diego, Orange,
Riverside, San Bernardino, Kern, Ventura, San Luis Obispo, Imperial, and Santa Barbara.
Estimated Population: 27,206,246
(b) California Norte—Made up of those present-day California, USA, counties which are not
included in item (a) above.
Estimated Population: 16,176,247
(c) Alaska—Bringing together all of Canada’s Yukon Territory (divided into 4 Cluscomms), the 29
counties within the USA’s Alaska, and the 6 districts within Russia’s Chukotka Autonomous
Okrug (right across the Bering Strait).
Estimated Population: 817,382
(d) Superior—Comprising Rainy River, Thunder Bay, Algoma, Sudbury, and Manitoulin districts in
Ontario, Canada; plus Cook, Lake, and St. Louis counties in Minnesota; plus Douglas, Bayfield,
Ashland, and Iron counties in Wisconsin; plus Chippewa, Iron, Keweenaw, Luce, Mackinac,
Menominee, Ontonagon, Schoolcraft, Alger, Delta, Dickinson, Gogebic, Baraga, Houghton, and
Marquette counties in Michigan.
Estimated Population: 1,094,902
(e) Wisconsin—Made up of those present-day Wisconsin, USA, counties which are not included in
item (d) above.
Estimated Population: 5,773,071
(f) Michigan—Made up of those present-day Michigan, USA, counties which are not included in
item (d) above.
Estimated Population: 9,697,136
(g) Kilimanjaro—Comprising Arusha, Manyara, Kilimanjaro, and Tanga regions of Tanzania; plus
Kajiado, Makueni, Taita Taveta, and Kwale counties in Kenya.
Estimated Population: 12,121,984
(h) Victoria North—Consisting of Central and Eastern regions of Uganda; plus Siaya, Vihiga, Nandi,
Kakamega, Busia, Bungoma, Trans Nzoia, and Uasin Gishu counties in Kenya.
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Estimated Population: 31,740,272
(i) Victoria South—Bringing together the counties of Narok, Migori, Kisii, Homa Bay, Bomet,
Nyamira, Kericho, and Kisumu in Kenya; plus Mara, Mwanza, Shinyanga, and Kagera regions
of Tanzania.
Estimated Population: 19,217,633

3.3 LANGUAGENEXT(LTD)
3.3.1 Branding & Mission statement

“Humanese will be a one-world language;
thereafter, humankind will in addition interact via
languageless technologically aided mind-to-mind
communication, resulting in an all-knowing hive
mind that will be separate from individual minds:
Whereby human conflicts will cease to exist, and
all knowledge will belong to everyone—We’re on a
mission to actualise both forms of correspondence.”
3.3.2 The Subsidiary’s Objectives
(a) To use technology to craft an internationally understood one-world language, based on the
structure and script of the English language, but with a significant proportion of its vocabulary
being borrowed from other languages, including their emerging words and terminologies, as
suggested by ordinary people.
(b) To develop and maintain the one-world language’s online master dictionary, where as many as
possible of the dictionary’s entries will have corresponding, modern, and internationally
understood visual signs, with each sign being admitted into the dictionary after receiving the
most upvotes from the inhabitants of the 3D digital Earth.
(c) To carry out R&D that would lead to the commercialisation of the ‘Special Eye Wear’ that is
envisioned in The End of the Second Epoch, which will ultimately enable mind-to-mind
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communication and augmented sensing, though it will most likely start off as some kind of AR
glasses. Detailed information can be found on pages 9 and 10 of The KAG Project Overview.
(d) To bring about a civilisation-wide all-knowing hive mind that will be separate from individual
minds, whereby human conflicts will cease to exist and all knowledge will belong to everyone.
Just like among the AC People, a time shall come when technology coupled with cheaper international travel
will have connected humanity and turned her into one thriving human race: And humans will look so
similar to one another that mindID will be the only conclusive form of identification. The Almighty God
wants work towards the development of functional mind signatures to start without further delay.

3.4 MONEYNEXT(LTD)
3.4.1 Branding & Mission statement

“We’re on a mission to create and implement a
digital one-world currency, with the capability for
fast and easily traceable transfers including mass
donations; to result in a seamlessly integrated
global monetary system, complete financial
inclusion, and prosperity for all—Don’t be left
behind.”
3.4.2 The Subsidiary’s Objectives
(a) To create and implement a digital one-world currency, which will ultimately replace all national,
border-based fiat currencies.
(b) To smoothen and therefore multiply global trade by bringing about a seamlessly integrated
global monetary system.
(c) To bring about complete financial inclusion and prosperity globally by enabling accessible,
cheap, fast, and easily traceable money transfers, including mass donations.
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The plan will be to meet these objectives within the economy of the 3D digital Earth initially, before moving
to fully transform the socio-economic situation of the physical Earth.

3.5 MARKETNEXT(LTD)
3.5.1 Branding & Mission statement

“We’re employing new technologies to build the
next world market, based on an intelligent and
fully harmonised global delivery system; whereby
corruption and theft will be impossible since the
transaction history for every transferable will be
available online—From the smallest village to the
largest city, everyone will have access; to buy, sell,
donate or receive.”
3.5.2 The Subsidiary’s Objectives
(a) To employ the latest technologies to build the next world market, with a dollar capacity of up to
thirty times that of the present-day global market, based on an intelligent, fully harmonised, and
borderless global delivery system; where mail, parcel, and merchandise delivery will be
‘DoorDash-style’ fully liberalised.
[Think of a high-tech global delivery behemoth whereby the delivery of anything falls onto the hands of
whoever can handle it fastest, most securely, and at the best price. They might be walking, running,
canoeing, cycling, riding a donkey, camel or horse, driving, using a drone, flying, or employing the
world’s largest container ship; but their 5* reviews are what will drive customers to them and fuel their
growth. Uber and Lift make good analogies here: whereby traditional taxi operators started off by
complaining bitterly and holding protests, before many of them eventually adorned Uber and Lift stickers
and began riding on the two companies’ much more superior tech-based infrastructures. And so it will
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be with today’s largest and most famous delivery corporations, from FedEx, Royal Mail, USPS to DHL:
they will be left with no option but to ride on the upcoming marketNEXT(LTD) high-tech delivery system.]
(b) To bridge the present-day e-commerce digital divide by creating such easy-to-use technological
tools and equipment that every human being would be able to buy, sell, donate or receive through
this new world market.
(c) To provide small and large retailers with the technological infrastructure to open and operate
shops and other forms of outlets, so that any item, commodity, or service which could ever be of
use to another human being would be staged online.
(d) To further facilitate global trade by creating a trusted, free, and forever NFTs depository for both
digital and physical transferables, where alteration of any of the NFTs will be possible only via
an additional secure and authorised transaction.
Forgetting about the entire high-tech business ecosystem for a moment, marketNEXT(LTD) as described above
would easily grow to be bigger than any of the world’s present-day businesses. It is therefore worth the while
to reflect briefly on the strategy that could be employed to fight off anti-trust crusaders. Though this would
ultimately be your call, worldNEXT(LTD) would not necessarily have to be openly and directly owned by MPI;
it could for example be a standalone company, whereby worldNEXT.meta would be a mere tenant on the MPI
infrastructure, but with worldNEXT(LTD) paying a large percentage of its profits to MPI for the 3D tenancy.
What is more, given the globalised objectives of worldNEXT(LTD), it would make sense to spread it operations
to as many regions as possible, and this could also include its incorporation or that of the subsidiaries. After
the Smart City project is complete, any MPI or worldNEXT(LTD) operations that would be seeming likely to
attract anti-trust threats would at last have the protection of a sovereign home. In any event, once The End
of the Second Epoch starts circulating, the world will know that worldNEXT(LTD) and the tech company that
would have become the eternal host of The KAG Public Interface and the sole technology partner for The
Kingdom of the Almighty God would be divinely decreed entities, which could not be treated as per the
whims of the traditional governmental setups they would have been sent to replace.

4.0 MONETISATION
4.1 ADVERTISEMENT
The 3D digital Earth will be vibrant and a most exciting place to visit. Because at the heart of this
project will be its global transformation agenda, every human being will be made to feel welcome,
and their daily visit will be actively sought. The activities available to every visitor will ultimately
almost mirror those to be found on the physical Earth—that is to say, every activity which would ever
fit into the mould of work, live, and play will be found in the 3D digital Earth.
At the kingdom’s maturity, certifiable education all the way to university level will be offered by those
institutions which will have been thus accredited by the kingdom’s Global School. In the early life of
the 3D digital Earth, however, every entity wishing to offer education should be encouraged, with
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accreditation eventually being offered to those institutions which would have proved most successful
with online schooling. For further reflection on education in the 3D digital Earth, see pages 177–179
of The End of the Second Epoch.
The visitors’ well-targeted interaction with paid-for ads around the 3D digital Earth will be an
important source of revenue for worldNEXT(LTD). The ads will be strategically accessible in most places
around the 3D digital Earth: Think of catchy streetside screens, at and around various workplaces,
around and within shopping places, at theatres and cinemas, at places where games and other events
taking place at the physical Earth will be streamed live, at games arcades and other places where
various games will be accessible, within the many games visitors will play, around and within
educational institutions, and at tourism and other recreational places such as golf courses, parks,
and picnic sites. In all cases, the ads will ‘come alive’ as soon as a visitor shows some interest.
As opposed to being an unwanted intrusion into a visitor’s digital life, ads at the 3D digital Earth will
be entertaining in and of themselves, though they will additionally edify the visitor’s mind with
information and factual knowledge.

4.2 MONEYNEXT(LTD)
Visitors who carry out financial transactions of any kind within the 3D digital Earth will in addition
contribute to another revenue stream for worldNEXT(LTD, through the payment of a small percentage
of their transaction amounts, irrespective of whether the transfers will involve buying and selling,
noting that the majority of transactions will not involve banks, agencies, exchanges, or other
intermediaries. Also, the economy of the 3D digital Earth will be continuously transformed by the
appreciation of its digital currency: the values of its assets will rise unceasingly since they will be
pegged to and measured using this currency.

4.3 MARKETNEXT(LTD)
Regarding marketNEXT(LTD), the transfer of NFTs will attract a small percentage of the transaction
amount as indicated above; however, retail, donations, and the NFTs depository service will be
offered either free or at cost. As reflected under item 3.5.2 above, the high-tech delivery service
described therein will be the largest and most lucrative business activity for marketNEXT(LTD).

4.4 LAND DEALING AT THE 3D DIGITAL EARTH
In the beginning, all land and seas in the 3D digital Earth will belong to worldNEXT(LTD). The land,
and the artificial islands that are expected to arise, will then be sold over time to citizens, strictly in
the digital Earth’s currency. The new owners will be allowed to adorn their properties in AR and VR,
on condition that there will always be a link which would indicate the property’s updated condition
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on the physical Earth. The 3D digital Earth’s property values, especially in regard of the digital twins
of iconic places such as the Vatican, the White House, Buckingham Palace, Robben Island, the Meta
Campus, among countless others, will be expected to quickly overtake those of their twins on the
physical Earth. This will greatly multiply the economy of the 3D digital Earth, creating interest in the
nascent kingdom project globally. In respect of properties, the NFTs depository will hold NFTs for
both the digital and physical twins, obviously with identifying tags indicating which is which.
In my revelation, the overlaying VR on some of the 3D digital Earth’s properties were actually professional
designs, either enhancements to existing physical twins or designs of proposed developments on virgin land
or the wild sea—the projects ranged in size from small houses, residential complexes, commercial buildings,
specialised facilities, expansive urban re-developments, to large-scale ecological improvements. Many of these
out-of-this-world ideas eventually ‘visited’ the physical Earth, transforming it greatly.

4.5 THE KINGDOM SECRETARIATS
In the revelation, the countless objectives the kingdom needed to meet in its mission of global
transformation were rationalised and grouped under the following 20 secretariats: Kingdom Finance,
Kingdom Health, Kingdom Education, Kingdom Commerce, Kingdom Vocational Training,
Kingdom Labour, Kingdom Sports & Recreation, Kingdom Environment, Kingdom Natural
Resources, Kingdom Agriculture & Food Security, Kingdom Water, Kingdom Energy, Kingdom
Transport & Communication, Kingdom Security & Crime Prevention, Kingdom Justice, Kingdom
Correction & Rehabilitation, Kingdom Re-Settlement, Kingdom Planning, Kingdom Housing &
Urbanisation, and Kingdom Disaster Management. The secretariats strived to achieve the assigned
objectives through various approaches, such as the formulation and implementation of policies and
the execution of time-specific programmes and projects—the Kingdom Secretary coordinated and
supervised the functions of the secretariats under the oversight of the Emperor, though each secretariat
was headed by a secretary.
Additionally, each secretariat hosted, moderated, and curated a ‘Public Wall’ whereby citizens
brought together assorted information from around the globe, with the intention of aiding the
secretariat to meet its set objectives. Under the implementation strategy spelt out in this document,
these secretariats should be established as early as possible in the 3D digital Earth, in their most basic
form initially, perhaps as an on-going Global Transformation Conference broken out into 20
Seminar Rooms. To create interest, the Seminar Rooms could be brand-named along the lines of
Health NEXT, Finance NEXT, Energy NEXT, etcetera.
Besides playing its intended role of bringing together in one place many of the challenges afflicting
our world along with their possible corresponding solutions (including the latest scientific and
technological inventions), such an on-going Global Transformation Conference would be very
profitable for worldNEXT(LTD), noting that there is a certain group of visitors who would be greatly
attracted to the kind of content one can expect to find at such a conference.
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Further information about the secretariats can be found on pages 5, 6, and 7 of The KAG Project Overview.

5.0 TRANSFORMING THE PHYSICAL REALM
While the 3D digital Earth will actualise The KAG Public Interface, albeit as a high-tech business
ecosystem, the interface would forever seem like an internet-based ‘real-life game’ if it did not impact
and transform the physical Earth roughly as planned and anticipated in the setup of The KAG Project.
This would be an awful project failure. To prevent such project failure, I intend to diligently carry
out those tasks which would facilitate the actualisation of the project on the ground. Though some
of those duties will be of a general nature, the most consequential will fall into the following two
categories:

5.1 THE END OF THE SECOND EPOCH
The effective and continued marketing of the book will be crucial to the entrenchment of the
kingdom; for one, it will galvanise the book’s readers around the kingdom agenda and the currency.
My duties in this regard will include the translation of the book to as many languages as possible,
the publishing of additional versions (for example language-specific audiobooks and apps), and the
undertaking of a global marketing campaign. The post-launch marketing of the book will start after
the completion of the Smart City project, including the KAG HQs; however, preparatory activities
need to start as soon as possible.

5.2 SMART CITY DEVELOPMENT & THE FUTURE KAG HQS
My duties here will include those explained here below—I will carry out these activities through a
team of world-class development professionals and contractors, who would undertake the Smart
City’s design, project management, construction, and marketing:
(a)

(b)

(c)

Undertaking the planning and detailed design of a Smart City as a digital twin on the 3D
digital Earth, based on the purchase of one or several tea farms in Limuru, Kenya, at the
outskirts of Nairobi (totalling approximately 5,000 acres, which is about 10 times the size of
Monaco). The design will be so well-detailed that you could carry out kingdom work from
within the Emperor’s office, as your digital twin.
Using the digital twin to market this project to authorities in Kenya as well as to other suitable
countries around the world. The project will be packaged as a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity
for unprecedented technology transfer and foreign direct investment, which would not only
transform the economy of the winning country but that of its region.
Arranging for and purchasing the selected land via an irrevocable treaty. The relevant treaty
articles will detail the contiguous infrastructural development the host country would be
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(d)
(e)
(f)

(g)

(h)
(i)
(j)

required to undertake for the proper functioning of the Smart City, while placing
development limitations on the lands in the vicinity of the smart city.
Customising the planning and design of the digital twin so its physical twin could sit
comfortably on the acquired land.
Commissioning the sub-division of the land into lots of assorted sizes, while thoughtfully
setting apart the lot where the KAG HQs will sit.
Marketing the project to tech corporations globally, by positioning it as a different kind of
‘Silicon Valley’, where MPI would be the anchor organisation. By this time, worldNEXT.meta
would have become an integral and significant part of MPI. The plan is that the tech
corporations would purchase most of the for-sale lots in the Smart City on 99-year leases,
with the remaining for-sale lots being taken up by companies which would provide assorted
services to the tech corporations and their employees. For the proper functioning of the
Smart City, land will also be set aside for common infrastructure, communal sports facilities,
city-operated recreation amenities, nature zones, and the KAG HQs, which will also function
as the city’s administration & services hub.
Commissioning the construction of common infrastructure, service facilities, communal
sports facilities, city-operated recreation amenities, and nature zones; using the funds raised
from the sale of lots to tech corporations.
Managing the development and publishing of a building code for the Smart City.
Commissioning the construction of the KAG HQs.
Managing the ceremonial opening of the KAG HQs coupled with the global launch of The
Kingdom of the Almighty God.

6.0 THE PROPOSAL
I hereby propose to you for purchase The KAG Project, packaged as the high-tech business ecosystem
that has been described in detail within the text of this document, at the price of 925 (Nine Hundred
and Twenty-Five) million United States dollars—excluding the activities and aspects captured under
item 5.0 above, but including the right to carry out and commercialise R&D in respect of all the
ground-breaking technological and scientific innovations and inventions detailed in The End of the
Second Epoch, at my website (https://www.josephkuria.com/), and in the 6 most recent document
packages I have couriered you (as linked to the above-mentioned website as 9 separate documents).
The aforementioned R&D will cover the following technological and scientific fields and areas,
among many others:
(a) Biotechnological communication; for instance, technology-aided mind-to-mind communication.
(b) Augmented sensing; for example, biotechnologically facilitated augmented human vision.
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(c) Outdoor and indoor lighting approaches based on glowing surfaces, as opposed to our presentday secondary light sources such as bulbs and tubes.
(d) Safer and cheaper cableless super-electricity which can be efficiently stored so it could be
available to power equipment of any size, including interstellar spacecraft; it is referred to in The
End of the Second Epoch as ‘spiriticity’.
(e) Mind science based extraterrestrial exploration which will enable humankind to see other
inhabited worlds through the eyes of the respective alien inhabitants, via the reception and
decoding of their travelling brain activity with video-like clarity.
(f) A ‘Special Eye Wear’ that will enable, facilitate, and/or give meaning to many of these
innovations and inventions, while operating in conjunction with certain auto-customisable
wearables and skin-inserted microtechnology.
To facilitate your further action, hopefully leading to the prompt conclusion of this proposed sale,
please find attached a partially executed draft ‘project sale agreement’. However, the agreement
language and text are not cast in stone, and the sale can proceed either as I have proposed it or in a
modified form as you may counter propose; indeed, you are free to come up with a completely
different proposal for my acceptance, as long as such negotiations take place without undue wastage
of time. The indicated settlement may be made in instalments, preferably as company shares.
But if despite the flexibility I have brought to the table and the patience I have shown for the past
two years you are still not interested in The KAG Project, I trust that you will not now or in the future
use or discuss with anyone any of the ideas that have come your way as I sought your financial help
and attempted to sell the project to you. This way, I would be in a position to approach an alternative
buyer with all the project ideas still intact, noting that such a buyer would obviously be seeking to
defend each and every of the project ideas from misuse globally. (Besides, I believe you would not want
the Almighty God to accuse you of not only failing to sew back the little rug you cut off with a sword but also
going as far as slashing the rest of His cloth into countless pieces.)
Furthermore, as per the quote below from the draft ‘project sale agreement’, I would be obliged to
fully disclose to such an alternative buyer the numerous occasions I have written to you hoping to
secure project funds or to sell certain aspects of The KAG Project:
Article 13: DISCLOSURE OF PRIOR FUNDRAISING & SALE ATTEMPTS
The Seller hereby confirms that the Seller has given the Buyer a full disclosure regarding any prior attempts
to fundraise for or to sell any aspect of The KAG Project, whether configured as a business or otherwise.
Yours faithfully,

Joseph Kuria |Owner, The KAG Project | Owner, worldNEXT(LTD) | Author, The End of the Second Epoch|
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2NX, UNITED KINGDOM

THE KAG PROJECT SALE AGREEMENT

This “Sale Agreement” (hereinafter the “Agreement”) is made effective as of the date set forth
at the end of this document, subject to the other relevant articles of agreement:
BETWEEN:

Joseph G.M.K. Kuria (hereinafter the “Seller”) whose offices are
located at:
1560 Bloor Street, Unit 114,
Mississauga, Ontario L4X 1R8
Canada
Email address: info@JosephKuria.com Tel: +1 416 890 0403

AND:

hereinafter the “Buyer”) whose
offices are located at:

RECITALS:
WHEREAS the Seller hereby represents and warrants:
That the Seller is the owner of the copyright in the original literary work titled “The End of the
Second Epoch”(hereinafter the “Work”);
That the Seller caused the registration of the said copyright with The Canadian Intellectual
Property Office on 2 September 2019 and that the Work was assigned Copyright Registration No.
1162715, as per Exhibits ‘A’ and ‘B’;
That the aforementioned Work, the Seller’s website (as published at the uniform resource locator
https://www.josephkuria.com/), and the approximately twenty-five (25) letters the Seller has
couriered the Buyer during the calendar years 2019, 2020, 2021, and 2022 (as summarised and
For and on behalf of the Seller:
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For and on behalf of the Buyer:

condensed into the nine (9) documents that are linked to the said website); when taken together
describe in detail an unprecedented and comprehensive global transformation project named
“The Kingdom of the Almighty God” (hereinafter “The KAG Project”).
That by 6 October 2021, the Seller completed packaging and structuring The KAG Project as a
‘high-tech business ecosystem’ based on a ‘3D digital Earth’ and caused the registration of this
ecosystem’s holding company at Companies House in the United Kingdom under the name and
style of WORLDNEXT LTD, as per Exhibit ‘C’.
That to aid the broad-based business operations of the above-mentioned ‘high-tech business
ecosystem’, the Seller had planned the incorporation of four (4) subsidiaries that were to be fully
owned by WORLDNEXT LTD, namely: COMMUNITYNEXT LTD, LANGUAGENEXT LTD,
MONEYNEXT LTD, and MARKETNEXT LTD.
That the said ‘high-tech business ecosystem’ is packaged, structured, and crafted in such a way
that its regular business operations shall progressively meet the many objectives of The KAG
Project that can be fulfilled within the ‘3D digital Earth’; while those objectives of The KAG
Project that can only be realised on the physical Earth shall be addressed separately and do not
form part of this transaction.
That the sale of The KAG Project as proposed in this Agreement is intended to land the said
‘high-tech business ecosystem’ onto the hands of an individual or other legal entity with such
unhindered access to a robust technological infrastructure, broad-based technological resources,
and capital that they would be in a position to fully operationalise the said ‘high-tech business
ecosystem’ into a diversified and highly profitable global enterprise (based on the
aforementioned ‘3D digital Earth’), as presented in great detail in the attached document titled
“The KAG Project Sale Proposal”.
That the Buyer shall in effect become the eternal host of The KAG Project’s internet-based
public interface and the sole technology partner for the aforementioned global transformation
project named “The Kingdom of the Almighty God”.
That the aforementioned document titled “The KAG Project Sale Proposal” along with its
forwarding letter (Ref: KPI–2022 [EMP 028] of 10 January 2022) are comprehensive and detailed
enough to act as this Agreement’s main resources.
That the aforementioned Work, the Seller’s website (as published at the uniform resource locator
https://www.josephkuria.com/), and the approximately twenty-five (25) letters the Seller has
couriered the Buyer during the calendar years 2019, 2020, 2021, and 2022 (as summarised and
condensed into the nine (9) documents that are linked to the said website); all contain assorted
detailed descriptions of ground-breaking technological and scientific innovations and inventions
such as the following, among many others:
a) Biotechnological communication; for instance, technology-aided mind-to-mind
communication.
For and on behalf of the Seller:
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For and on behalf of the Buyer:

b) Augmented sensing; for example, biotechnologically facilitated augmented human vision.
c) Outdoor and indoor lighting approaches based on glowing surfaces, as opposed to our
present-day secondary light sources such as bulbs and tubes.
d) Safer and cheaper cableless super-electricity which can be efficiently stored so it could be
available to power equipment of any size, including interstellar spacecraft; it is referred to in
the Work as ‘spiriticity’.
e) Mind science based extraterrestrial exploration which will enable humankind to see other
inhabited worlds through the eyes of the respective alien inhabitants, via the reception and
decoding of their travelling brain activity with video-like clarity.
f) A ‘Special Eye Wear’ that will enable, facilitate, and/or give meaning to many of these
innovations and inventions, while operating in conjunction with certain auto-customisable
wearables and skin-inserted microtechnology.
That the Seller has all the right, title, and interest in and to the said Work and the
aforementioned website and enjoys full and unrestricted power and authority to sell The KAG
Project and to assign the above-mentioned research and development rights as provided for in
this Agreement.

WHEREAS the Buyer would like to buy off The KAG Project as represented and warranted by
the Seller and as described in the attached document titled “The KAG Project Sale Proposal”
and also to be granted the exclusive and sole legal right to pursue such research and development
as would progressively lead to the ultimate products that are envisioned in the said Work and at
the Seller’s earlier-noted website in respect of the aforementioned innovations and inventions.

NOW, therefore, in consideration of the promises and covenants contained herein, as
well as other good and valuable consideration (the receipt and sufficiency of which is
hereby acknowledged), the Seller and the Buyer do hereby agree as follows:

Article 1: THE PURCHASE OF THE KAG PROJECT
The Seller hereby unconditionally and irrevocably sells, transfers, and conveys to the Buyer The
KAG Project as represented and warranted by the Seller and as described in the attached
document titled “The KAG Project Sale Proposal”.
For and on behalf of the Seller:
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For and on behalf of the Buyer:

Article 2: ASSIGNMENT OF R&D RIGHTS
The Seller hereby unconditionally and irrevocably sells, transfers, conveys, and assigns to the
Buyer the exclusive and sole right to carry out the aforementioned research and development.

Article 3: THE SELLER’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE ‘HIGH-TECH BUSINESS ECOSYSTEM’
The Seller shall make every effort to attend such meetings, presentations, and any other
engagements to which the Seller may be invited by the Buyer, where the Seller may contribute to
the advancement of the aforementioned ‘high-tech business ecosystem’; all at the Buyer’s cost.

Article 4: THE SELLER’S CONTRIBUTION TO R&D
The Seller shall make every effort to attend such meetings, presentations, and any other
engagements to which the Seller may be invited by the Buyer, where the Seller may offer insights
and shed light to the Buyer’s research and development activities; all at the Buyer’s cost.

Article 5: ACCRUAL OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
The Buyer shall exclusively own all intellectual property that shall arise out of the establishment
and operation of the aforementioned ‘high-tech business ecosystem’ and also the intellectual
property relating to any and all the products and manufacturing methods and processes that shall
arise out of the Buyer’s research and development efforts.

Article 6: THE SELLER’S DIVESTITURE FROM WORLDNEXT LTD
Soon after the end of 120 (One Hundred and Twenty) days after the settlement of the Initial
Deposit spelt out at Article 8 below, the Seller shall cause the deregistration of WORLDNEXT
LTD, which was registered on 25 October 2021 as Company No. 13700808 at the United
Kingdom’s Companies House, unless the Buyer shall have communicated to the Seller the
particulars of the individual or other legal entity to which 100 (One Hundred) percent of the
company’s stock should be transferred to.

Article 7: NON-DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENT
The Seller and the Seller’s witness, taken together, shall not disclose any part or aspect of this
Agreement to a third party.

For and on behalf of the Seller:
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For and on behalf of the Buyer:

Article 8: PAYMENT
For both the purchase of the aforementioned The KAG Project and the assignment of the
aforesaid research and development rights, the Buyer hereby agrees to pay the Seller a total of
Nine Hundred and Twenty-five (925) million United States dollars (USD). This payment can be
broken into any number of instalments, as long as those instalments are planned in such a way
that the Buyer observes the following cumulative settlement schedule:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

An Initial Deposit amounting to:- One (1) percent of USD 925 million, i.e., USD
9,250,000;
By the end of six (6) months after the settlement of the Initial Deposit:- Twenty-five (25)
percent of USD 925 million, i.e., USD 231,250,000 cumulatively;
By the end of twelve (12) months after the settlement of the Initial Deposit:- Fifty (50)
percent of USD 925 million, i.e., USD 462,500,000 cumulatively;
By the end of eighteen (18) months after the settlement of the Initial Deposit:- Seventyfive (75) percent of USD 925 million, i.e., USD 693,750,000 cumulatively;
By the end of twenty-four (24) months after the settlement of the Initial Deposit:- One
Hundred (100) percent of USD 925 million, i.e., USD 925,000,000 cumulatively;

With all instalments being settled in accordance with Article 9 below.

Article 9: COMPANY STOCK PREFERENCE
The Buyer may settle the Nine Hundred and Twenty-five (925) million United States dollars
consideration either as:
(a)

(b)

Suitable company shares with a matching face value at the point of transference;
deposited into the brokerage account detailed at Appendix ‘1’. [NB: Stock transfer can also
be confirmed via a hardcopy Share Certificate; if the confirmation is instead undertaken
digitally, it should be in a form that would allow the depositing of the shares into a brokerage
account—digital confirmation can be addressed to either info@JosephKuria.com or
kpdconsult@yahoo.com]
or;
Bank transfers exclusively into the following Canadian bank account, unless the Seller
advises otherwise in writing in respect of future instalments:

Name: Joseph G M K Kuria; Transit No.: 00932; Institution No.: 004; Acc. No.: 6263596

Article 10: VALIDITY OF AGREEMENT
Notwithstanding its partial or full execution, this Agreement shall not be effective until the Buyer
settles the One (1) percent Initial Deposit.
For and on behalf of the Seller:
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For and on behalf of the Buyer:

Article 11: SUCCESSORS
It is hereby agreed that the rights and obligations under this Agreement will inure to the benefit
of and be binding upon the parties to this Agreement, their heirs, executioners, administrators,
successors, and assigns, respectively.

Article 12: COUNTERPARTS
This Agreement may be signed electronically and in counterparts, with all such counterparts
constituting a single agreement between the parties. If the dates set forth at the end of this
document are different, this Agreement is to be considered effective as of the date that both
parties have signed it, which may be the later date. The interpretation of this Article 12 is subject
to the provisions of Article 10.

Article 13: DISCLOSURE OF PRIOR FUNDRAISING & SALE ATTEMPTS
The Seller hereby confirms that the Seller has given the Buyer a full disclosure regarding any
prior attempts to fundraise for or to sell any aspect of The KAG Project, whether configured as a
business or otherwise.

Article 14: NO CONFLICT
The Seller warrants and represents that the Seller is not party to, or will not be a party to, any
agreement, assignment, or other contract in conflict with this Agreement.

Article 15: ENTIRE AGREEMENT
This Agreement document constitutes the entire agreement between the Seller and the Buyer
and supersedes any prior or contemporaneous communication, representations, understandings,
or agreements between the parties, whether written or oral.

Article 16: HEADINGS
The headings in this Agreement are for convenience only and shall not be construed to limit or
otherwise affect the terms of this Agreement.

For and on behalf of the Seller:
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For and on behalf of the Buyer:

Article 17: JURISDICTION & GOVERNING LAW
This Agreement shall be construed according to the laws of Canada and the laws of the Province
of Ontario. Notwithstanding, in respect of any articles in this Agreement where variation in
interpretation may in future arise between the parties, the Seller and the Buyer hereby agree to
always seek common understanding via private amicable negotiation.

For and on behalf of the Seller:
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For and on behalf of the Buyer:

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the Seller and the Buyer have executed this Agreement on the dates
set forth, with full knowledge of its contents and significance and intending to be bound by the
terms hereof.

For and on behalf of the SELLER:
Name: Joseph G.M.K. Kuria

Signature:

Date: Signed on this 10th day of January 2022

SELLER’S WITNESS:
Name: Carlton Kuria Kanja

Signature:

Date: Signed on this 10th day of January 2022

For and on behalf of the BUYER:
Name:

Witness:

Signature:

Signature:

Date:

Date:

For and on behalf of the Seller:
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For and on behalf of the Buyer:

Appendix ‘1’: Brokerage Account Particulars
ACCOUNT DETAILS:
Account Name & Address:
Joseph G M K Kuria
1560 Bloor Street, Unit 114
Mississauga, Ontario L4X 1R8
Canada
Tel: +1 416 890 0403
Email Address on Record: kpdconsult@yahoo.com
Account Number: 668-39252-15
Account Type: Investment (Non-registered)
BROKERAGE NAME & ADDRESS:
RBC Direct Investing Inc.
200 Bay Street, Royal Bank Plaza (North Tower)
P.O. Box 75
Toronto, Ontario M5J 2Z5
Tel: 1-800-769-2560
Fax: 1-888-722-2388

RBC DIRECT INVESTING DEALER INFORMATION:
CUID: DOMA
Dealer Rep. Code: 9190
FINS #: T002
DTC #: 5002
EUROCLEAR: 90065

For and on behalf of the Seller:
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For and on behalf of the Buyer:

For and on behalf of the Seller:
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For and on behalf of the Buyer:

Exhibit ‘B’: Copyright Search Results from The Canadian Intellectual Properties Database

For and on behalf of the Seller:
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For and on behalf of the Buyer:

Exhibit ‘C’: A Copy of the Certificate of Incorporation for WORLDNEXT LTD

For and on behalf of the Seller:
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For and on behalf of the Buyer:
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1

This duly executed Stock Transfer Promissory Note serves to confirm that the
individual or body corporate named below will be allocated a full One Hundred
(100) percent of the shareholding at worldNEXT(LTD) once they provide their
necessary identification papers and meet their obligations as per the attached letter
Ref: KPI–2022 [EMP 028] of 10 January 2022, titled ‘The KAG Project Sale
Proposal’:

Mr Mark Elliot Zuckerberg
of
1 Hacker Way
Menlo Park, CA 94025
United States of America
Executed by the Company Founder this 10th day of January 2022.

Joseph G M K Kuria (Company Founder)

Company Background:
Dear Mr Zuckerberg,

1560 Bloor Street, Unit 114
Mississauga, Ontario
Postal Code: L4X 1R8
Canada
Telephone:
+1 416 890 0403

This Stock Transfer Promissory Note has been processed pursuant to the proposed
sale of those aspects of ‘The KAG Project’ that have been packaged, structured,
and crafted as a ‘high-tech business ecosystem’, whose operations will be based on
a 3D digital Earth, as per the attached letter Ref: KPI–2022 [EMP 028] of 10
January 2022, titled ‘The KAG Project Sale Proposal’. It was intended that the
said ‘high-tech business ecosystem’ would trade under the name worldNEXT(LTD), as
the public interface of ‘The KAG Project’, through four subsidiaries:
communityNEXT(LTD), languageNEXT(LTD), moneyNEXT(LTD), and marketNEXT(LTD).
Yours faithfully,

www.JosephKuria.com
info@JosephKuria.com
WORLDNEXT LTD. REGISTERED IN

ENGLAND & WALES. NO. 13700808
REGISTERED OFFICE: KEMP HOUSE,
160 CITY ROAD, LONDON, EC1V
2NX, UNITED KINGDOM

Joseph G M K Kuria (Company Founder)
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Provincial ID
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Copy of Kenyan Passport
Copy of Kenyan Passport:
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